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Abstract: 

Much of linguistic research has gone into formalising natural languages. Such formalisation 
depends on the nature and structure of the language. In this paper we formally represent the 
grammar of a poetry construct of the Tamil language as a context free grammar (CFG). This 
representation is aided by the manner in which the grammar for the language has been defined. 
The definition of the grammar, which dates back to the 5th century B.C, follows a pattern very 
similar to CFG, the notion of which was formalised in the latter part of the 20th century.  

A class of Tamil poetry called as “Venpa” has been represented as a context free grammar. An 
application has also been built that checks if the given piece of poetry adheres to the rules 
defined by the grammar for Venpa and also provides suggestions whenever there are violations. 
Keywords: Context free grammar, natural language grammar, linguistics, phonetics 

1. Introduction 

Formalisation of natural languages has been a topic of interest among linguistic researchers for 
years. But such formal representations depend much on the nature of the language. This paper 
deals with formally describing the grammar for a particular class of Tamil9 poetry called “Venpa” 
by exploiting the inherently structured nature of Tamil language. We have expressed Venpa as 
a Context Free Grammar (CFG), a notation that has been used extensively for defining the 
syntax of programming languages. One of the interesting features is that Tholkaappiyar[1], who 
is believed to have lived during the 5th century B.C, has defined the rules for the Venpa in a 
manner very similar to CFG constructs. In fact, he has defined the grammar for the entire Tamil 
language in this manner. 

Using modern computational notations to express natural language constructs makes 
development of applications that parse natural language inputs easier. We have developed a 

                                                 
9 Pronunciation of  ‘l’ in the word Tamil does not correspond to the way ‘l’ is pronounced in English. To denote the 
difference it is customary to write Tamil as Thamizh.  
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parser called “Visai Neri”10 that checks if the entered text complies with the rules of Venpa.  
Visai Neri helps in both writing and analyzing Venpa type of poetry. Visai Neri correctly identifies 
text that adheres to the rules of Venpa and also detects anomalies if present.  

2. Background 

2.1 Context Free Grammar (CFG) 

Chomsky[2,3] proposed the notion of CFG as a model for describing natural languages.  When 
applied to the English language, CFG was successful in describing only a small subset of 
simple sentences. Backus and Naur [5] proposed the Backus Naur Form (BNF) as a formal 
notation for representing the syntax of programming languages and this was used in defining 
the syntax of ALGOL 60. But BNF was found to be equivalent to CFG[4] with some minor 
changes in notations and format. 

CFG has been widely used for defining programming languages rather than natural languages. 
A CFG involves the following four quantities: 

1) Terminals: 

Terminals define the basic symbols of which strings in the language are composed. 

2) Non-terminals: 

Non-terminals are special symbols that denote the set of strings of the language. Non-
terminals are described recursively in terms of each other and terminals. 

3) Productions:  

Productions are rules that define the ways in which non-terminals may be built from one 
another and from terminals. Production rules are represented as follows: 

A � α 

where A is a non-terminal and α is a string of terminals and non-terminals. 

4) Start symbol: 

Start Symbol is a special non-terminal from which all other strings are derived. It signifies 
the language being defined. 

Formally a CFG is a quadruple (N, T, P, S), where N and T are finite sets of non-terminals and 
terminals respectively; P is the finite set of productions, each production is of the form A->α, 
where A belongs to N and α is a string of symbols from (N ∪  T)*; S is the start symbol. Figure 1 
gives the grammar for simple arithmetic expressions as a CFG. E and O are non-terminals and 
E is the start symbol. The remaining symbols are terminals.  

                                                 
10 Visai means force and Neri means framework in Tamil. Visai Neri provides a framework for the creative force of 
poetry. 
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Figure 1.A CFG for simple arithmetic expressions 

2.2 Tholkaappiyam 

Tholkaappiyar[1] defines the grammar for the entire Tamil language. The description of the 
grammar follows a structure very similar to CFG. He defines formal production rules and 
definitions to describe the grammar. Starting with the set of symbols that constitute the valid 
character set of the language, he goes on to describe the rules that define the ordering of these 
symbols into strings and their ordering into valid language constructs. Though this paper 
primarily deals with Venpa, this structured description could be exploited to formalise broader 
classes of the language.  

3. Venpa and CFG 

3.1 Venpa 

Classical Tamil poetry has been classified into various categories based on phonetics. Venpa is 
one such class of poetry. Venpa class of poetry ranges between two to twelve lines following 
specific rules. All the 1330 poems of Thiruvalluvar[8] are examples of Venpa. The rules for 
Venpa, as specified by Tholkaappiyar are shown in Figure 2. 

The alphabets in Tamil language can be divided into three categories based on phonetics: 

a. Nedil 

b. Kuril 

c. Otru 

Any Tamil alphabet is either a vowel, consonant or compound type (formed from vowels and 
consonants). Otru are the consonants. Vowels and the compound types can be categorized into 
kuril and nedil. The difference between kuril and nedil lies in the duration of their sounds.  The 
duration of the sound of nedil alphabets is longer than that of kuril alphabets.  The rules of 
Venpa define a particular ordering of alphabets and words that enforce a rhythm, characteristic 
of all Venpa poems. 
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�
Figure 2. Excerpt from Tholkaappiyar’s definition of Venpa. 

3.2 Venpa as a CFG 

The grammar for Venpa is expressed as a CFG in Figure 3. ��

In addition to the rules specified in the figure, Tholkaappiyar has defined the notion of Thalai. He 
describes Thalai not as a component of the poetry schema, but as a relationship between 
components. Poems are composed of lines (ADI), which in turn are composed of words 
(CHEER), which in turn are composed of further sub-components. Thalai is a set of rules that 
define the association of words. These are the rules that are responsible for providing the 
“phonetic sugar” to the poem by enforcing a rhythm characteristic of Venpa11. These rules are 
represented as a CFG in Figure 4.  Based on the rules followed, Thalai can be classified as: 

1. Iyarcheer Vendalai 

2. Vencheer Vendalai 

It should be noted that an equivalent regular expression could be written for the CFG shown in 
Figure 3. But the intricacies of Venpa such as Thalai can be captured only by a CFG (The CFG 
shown in Figure 4 does not have an equivalent regular expression). Hence we have defined 
even the general grammar for Venpa as a CFG for the sake of uniformity, ease of 
implementation and analysis. 

 

                                                 
# {} is not a standard notation in BNF but is a widely accepted Perl notation. 
11 The characteristic rhythm of Venpa is termed “Cheppalosai” in Tamil and translates to “sermonizing tone”. 
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Figure 3. CFG for Venpa 

�
Figure 4. CFG for Thalai. 
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3.3 Example 

Figure 5 shows a Venpa taken from Thirukkural. To demonstrate how the poetry con-forms to 
the rules of Venpa, it has been represented as a derivation tree in Figure 6. In the figure, 0 
represents Kuril, 1 represents Nedil and 2 represents Otru. While the derivation tree helps in 
appreciating the structure of the poetry, one cannot resist appreciating the imagination of the 
poet for giving such an apt analogy to describe the trite “A friend in need is a friend indeed”. G. 
U. Pope et al[9] provide the English translation of the poem as follows: 

“As hand of him whose vesture slips away,  
Friendship at once the coming grief will stay.  
(True) friendship hastens to the rescue of the afflicted (as readily) as the hand of one whose 
garment is loosened (before an assembly).” 

�
Figure 5. Example of a Venpa 

�
Figure 6. Derivation tree for the Venpa shown in Figure 5. 

The set of productions that enforce the rules of Thalai for the Venpa is shown in Figure 7. It 
should be noted that this particular Venpa contains both Iyarcheer Vendalai and Vencheer 
Vendalai. 
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Figure 7. The set of productions enforcing the rules of Thalai for the Venpa shown in Figure 5 

4. Implementation 

The application “Visai Neri” that we have built verifies if a given piece of poetry satisfies the 
rules of Venpa and offers suggestions for the poet whenever there are violations. The broad 
architecture for “Visai Neri” is shown in Figure 8. Visai Neri consists of three components: 

1. Tokeniser 

2. Parsers (PASS 1 and PASS 2) 

3. Report Engine 

�
Figure 8.Architecture of Visai Neri. 

4.1 Tokeniser 

The input to the tokeniser can either be in TSCII, Unicode, TAB or Anjal encoding. Tokeniser 
maps each character of the input to a token and generates a sequence of tokens. A token can 
be a Kuril, Nedil or Otru. 
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4.2 Parsers 

The two parsers are Push Down Automata[6,7] that check for conformance with Venpa rules. 
The first parser checks if the basic rules of Venpa as shown in Figure 3 are adhered to. The 
second level parser checks for conformance to Thalai rules specified in Figure 4.  

The parsers have been implemented in Java using the JavaCC utility [10]. JavaCC was chosen 
over yacc-like tools because JavaCC generates top-down (recursive-descent) parsers as 
opposed to bottom-up parsers generated by YACC. This allows the use of more general 
grammars, although left-recursion is disallowed. Top-down parsers have a bunch of other 
advantages such as being easier to debug, having the ability to parse to any non-terminal in the 
grammar, and also having the ability to pass values (attributes) both up and down the parse tree 
during parsing. The two parser programs (PASS 1 and PASS 2) were generated by feeding the 
CFGs to the JavaCC utility. The parsers output exceptions that were met while parsing the input 
text. 

4.3 Report Engine 

The Report Engine generates a report, which specifies the violations, if present and also 
suggestions for the expected tokens at the places of violation. 

The architecture of Visai Neri is scalable in that, more parts of Tamil grammar can be written in 
the 'so called' BNF12 and added. This would help establish the 'structuredness' of Tamil 
language and also in the development of Tamil Word processors. Similarly more tokenisers can 
be plugged-in to accommodate other encoding. The implementation is portable across 
platforms, as it has been developed in Java. We also plan to offer this as a free web service, if 
we get enough resources. 

5. Conclusion 

Representation of Venpa as a CFG provides a pointer towards the possibility of representing 
broader classes of Tamil grammar in a formal way. This formal representation establishes that 
the Tamil grammar is highly structured. Extensive study of Tamil grammar also reveals that the 
notations used in it are analogous to modern computational notations. It is also astonishing to 
note that the poets who have composed thousands of Venpas and other poetry constructs were 
able to do so without committing even a single ‘syntactic error’ even in the absence of tools to 
assist them.  

The structured nature of the language should be exploited to completely formalise the language. 
In fact, the authors have the vision that a BNF can be written for the entire Tamil grammar if 
taken up as an open source effort. If the CFG for the entire Tamil grammar is written, 
applications such as semantic parsers for Tamil Word processors will become possible. Visai 
Neri is the first step in building such applications (though acting on a smaller subset of the 
grammar) and demonstrates that classification of classical Tamil poetry can be automated. 
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